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npm config npm documentation - description npm gets its configuration values from the following sources sorted by priority command line flags putting foo bar on the command line sets the foo, iri creating innovation leadership solutions - iri is the innovation research interchange formerly the industrial research institute we are home to a worldwide network of cross industry leaders driving, rdd programming guide spark 2 4 3 documentation - in the spark shell a special interpreter aware sparkcontext is already created for you in the variable called sc making your own sparkcontext will not work, explore our featured insights mckinsey company - featured mckinsey global institute our mission is to help leaders in multiple sectors develop a deeper understanding of the global economy, ey global building a better working world - ey provides advisory assurance tax and transaction services to help you retain the confidence of investors manage your risk strengthen your controls and achieve, fai guide fully automatic installation - this manual describes the fully automatic installation software this includes the installation of the packages setting up the server creating of the configuration, gnu emacs faq for ms windows - 1 1 why support gnu emacs on windows it is not our goal to help windows users by making text editing on windows more convenient we aim to replace proprietary, advanced bash scripting guide the linux documentation - advanced bash scripting guide an in depth exploration of the art of shell scripting mendel cooper, the checker framework manual custom pluggable types for java - the checker framework manual custom pluggable types for java https checkerframework org version 2 8 1 1 may 2019, ideas o reilly media - the topics to watch in software architecture microservices serverless ai ml and kubernetes are among the most notable topics in our analysis of proposals from, small cap value report 16 dec chrt hsp ipel see - small cap value report 16 dec chrt hsp ipel see vnet, pristine seas national geographic society - learn about the pristine seas expeditions from national geographic, localize your app android developers - android runs on many devices in many regions to reach the most users your app should handle text audio files numbers currency and graphics in ways appropriate, bp bp plc adr overview marketwatch - bp a complete bp overview by marketwatch view the latest market news and prices and trading information, chevron and occidental start bidding war for anadarko - occidental petroleum said on wednesday that it is proposing to buy anadarko at a higher price than the one anadarko had accepted from chevron potentially, steamcmd valve developer community - the steam console client or steamcmd is a command line version of the steam client its primary use is to install and update various dedicated servers available on, regional review southwest region a top ranked global - inward investment guides location usa regional review southwest region a top ranked global destination for business the southwest region does a stellar job of, subscribe automotive industries founded in 1895 the - automotive industries daily news reduce fuel consumption and emissions with hypersonic technology shell launches e fluids to optimise electric vehicle, are africa s commodities an economic blessing bbc news - in terms of natural resources africa is the most abundant continent on earth but rather than a blessing most of africa s commodities have proved a, homepage africa down under - africa down under adu continues to deliver the leading forum for australia africa business relations while the conference was introduced to raise awareness of, amanda network backup open source backup for linux - amanda the advanced maryland automatic network disk archiver, women of silicon roundabout 2019 speakers - chris is the vp of infrastructure and it at the world s largest travel company expedia group he leads a global team of over 700 people who are responsible for, living in a woodland wonderland the rise of the tree - that is what tree houses have been about for generations of kids increasingly however adults are being lured into spending a night or two among the, oracle and sun microsystems strategic acquisitions oracle - since oracle acquired sun in 2010 oracle s hardware and software engineers have worked side by side to build fully integrated systems and optimized solutions, welcome to volkswagen india volkswagen india - sturdy as shell a roof laser welding process seamlessly welds the roof to the body of the car creating a dampness proof flawless beauty explore, python basics uf astronomy - some basic python statements include print output strings integers or any other datatype the assignment statement assigns a value to a variable, bibme free bibliography citation maker mla apa - bibme free bibliography citation maker mla apa chicago harvard, enabling health technology innovation in canada barriers - identified facilitators and barriers influence health
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